
Round 4 – July 2, 2017 U.S. Senior Open Course Set-up Notes from Ben Kimball 
  Weather Finally a 0% forecast!!!  We are not looking at any rainfall today as a few clouds mix with our sunshine this 

morning making it partly sunny at times, but mostly sunny skies will win out by lunchtime with lots of sunshine 
expected most, if not all, of this afternoon. Downtown up through Marblehead (just a couple miles away to our 
SE) got nailed last night with .25" or more, but we were only nicked with a trace to .01" here at Salem CC. All that 
stormy weather is headed out to sea today, but it will still start out humid and muggy this morning with dew 
points around 70, then they will drop throughout the day towards 60 and maybe even slip into the upper 50s 
late. Temps will be hot once again though as we top out near 90 degrees early to mid-afternoon. Winds will 
become mainly a westerly breeze today and not be quite as strong as Saturday with a high gust more likely 
around 18 mph (rather than yesterday's 22 mph). A very weak disturbance will pass through the area tonight and 
another one on Monday as well, just bringing a few more clouds and a 20% chance of a shower or 
storm. Otherwise skies will be partly sunny to mostly sunny on Monday with the last high temp well into the 80s, 
then cooler, more seasonal temps are forecast by Tuesday on. 

  Setup 
Specific
s 

Regular putting green maintenance (single cut) was performed in full last night after the storm on Friday evening 
set us back a half-day. Greens will look a little cleaner this morning as they were all single-cut and rolled this 
morning to get us to an average Stimpmeter reading of about 11 feet 3 inches, which remains in our target 
window. We anticipate speeds settling out in the high-10s by the afternoon. Even with no rainfall last night, 
greens remain relatively receptive but the steady winds forecasted today should begin to help dry things out. 

Hole Par Yardage  
1 4 410 Play is slightly forward of the post here today. Today’s opening hole is a back-right hole location (22-9R) that 

brings the greenside bunker a little more into play then in previous days. The back-right of this putting green 
does fall off into a small depression that will could leave a tough recovery shot from the short side. Center of the 
green is a safe play, but putts will be bending from left to right down to the hole from this area. 

2 4 471 This hole continues to play as the hardest hole on the course, however players will get a little reprieve in the final 
round due to the front-left hole location (9-11L). The left side of this green tilts back toward the hole location, 
however a small false front will repel any approach shots coming up short. The play here again is to simply find 
the green and give yourself a chance to putt back toward a hole that should be slightly wind-aided while minding 
a right-to-left break provided by the slope on the left side of this green. Tee markers today are closer to the tee 
sign than they have been all week. 

3 3 150 This green can lend itself to some exciting moments given the two-tier back to front pitch. The tee markers have 
been shifted to the back right-hand side of the 149 teeing ground for the first time all week. The hole location is in 
the middle-right upper tier of this green so it is likely we will see players use the upper half of the green to get 



their ball to spin back down to the hole and stay on the upper tier. Putts left of the hole but on the upper tier will 
be speedy and require a good putting line from left to right. Missing above the hole or hole high will be a costly 
mistake today. 

4 4 342 So many different hole location looks have been shown on the fourth hole this week. Due to the hole location 
yesterday, the hole played as the fourth-most difficult hole on the course. Today’s middle-right hole location (16-
5R) will provide an equal challenge for the best players in the world. With wedges or the like in hand getting the 
ball to stay in the middle area of this green will require some execution. Even from the middle tier, a very speedy 
left-to -right putt is left to make birdie. This hole location is well protected on all sides including the front bowl 
that will likely come into play for shots that come up short. There is no easy up and down on this hole today so a 
score of par or better should be celebrated. 

5 3 199 We are using the player’s left teeing ground on this par 3 today with the tee markers 4 yards forward of the post, 
providing a very straight-on view of this hole, but the hole location sits in the front left quadrant of this green 
behind a fronting bunker making it quite difficult for players to attack.  A slight hurting wind on this hole will 
continue to make 3 a quality score here. 

6 5 535 Today’s hole location on No. 6 is the key item to watch here. Birdies will be harder to come by with a back-right 
hole location on what appears to be a shelf that is protected by the severe right shoulder (as the players face it) 
of this green. An aggressive play to this receptive green can be rewarded with a flat putt in and around the hole, 
however, putts from the center of the green will be uphill and have a decent amount of break from right to left.   

7 4 412 This hole played as the third-hardest hole yesterday simply due to hole location placement. The shortest hole 
location on this green (7-6L) is jammed in the front-left portion of this green and is well protected by a false front 
and a large tree that overhangs the green. The play to this hole today will be to the front middle of the green, 
which will leave a speedy curling right to left putt.  

8 4 432 The tee shot and approach at hole 8 continues to benefit from the west winds, but the slightly softer fairways may 
mean that players could have a longer approach into today's hole location (26–8R), which will look like it is tap-
dancing on the back edge of the green. As the green continues to dry out, we may see some approaches over the 
back of this green which could spell disaster. Short-siding yourself on this hole today cannot be an option. 

9 4 433 Tee markers are slightly forward of the post (439 yards) today on Hole No. 9 and overall from a wind standpoint 
the hole will play similar to previous days. Today's hole location, however (10-7L), is slightly more challenging 
than the previous day as players from the front middle of the green will have to gauge their speed carefully on 
what is a challenging downhill right-to-left putt back toward the front. Anything played from the back of this 
green will be difficult to stop on the front of the putting surface. 



10 4 405 A pronounced mound (no bulldozer required) in the left half of this fairway is the primary aiming point, knowing 
balls will repel down to a flat area right. Longer hitters can certainly challenge this mound and find a relatively 
flat lie as the fairway pinches toward the green. The hole location (18-4R) is certainly accessible on the back half 
of a spine on this side of the green. The green is this area is also pitched from back to front, making it easier to 
have balls hold in this area. Players could easily spin their ball a couple of different directions off this green. 
Center of green leaves an uphill putt to the hole, with a deceptively speedy putt from above the hole. 

11 4 393 This sharp dogleg forces 3 wood or hybrid for players in order to keep their ball in the short grass. Since the 
dogleg keeps them honest off the tee, it will leave them with a much longer club into today’s hole location.  
Today’s hole location (25-4L) is tucked left yet below the back level of this green. Players may choose to use the 
ridge behind the hole to help funnel their ball back down to this hole location. Getting a complete view of the 
flagstick from the fairway will be unlikely given its placement today. 

12 3 143 The tee markers have been pushed up 10 yards and centered on the 162 teeing ground, making this hole play the 
shortest it has all week. The hole location (5-4R) is tucked just over the front-right bunker so early morning 
players may be able to attack while afternoon players may need to play more defense as greens begin to firm up.  
Putts from behind the hole will be quick and will tend to have a left-to-right fall to them. 

13 4 392 The westerly breeze is hurting off the tee, which continues to make this hole play longer than expected. The tee 
markers however remain near the tee sign and are slightly hugging the right side to try and push the players into 
having to bend the ball a little more from left to right. The middle-left hole location (16-8L) is protected on two 
sides by falloffs left and front, which will make this approach shot more challenging than it would appear from 
the fairway. 

14 5 514 Easiest hole of the championship. We are using a back-right hole location (23-5R) on Hole No. 14, which is 
conveniently pushed near a repelling ridge back right that will make putts really interesting in and around the 
hole.  

15 3 224 Tee markers are pushed 6 yards up and slightly player’s right to give players a better angle and options to attack 
this back-left hole location. Tee shots from this elevated tee will be significantly impacted by any westerly 
breeze. The hole location (29-5L) appears to be tucked behind the left greenside bunker, but given today’s tee 
placement, players should be able to finagle a shot back toward the hole. The pronounced back spine of this 
green should help steer shots coming in from right to left if the ball releases back toward the hole.   

16 4 376 The turn for home continues to be wind-aided and players will want to have less club in hand in order to attack 
the front-right hole location (7-7R), which is only a few paces over a severe false front. Approach shots to the 
center of the green leave a downhill into-the-wind putt that doesn’t have much movement. 



17 4 495 The 17th will be the longest par 4 on the scorecard again today with the tee markers 8 yards back from the tee 
sign, yet it continues to play straight downwind with the westerly breeze. The hole location today (10-5L) is in the 
front-left portion of the green and from the fairway, the hole location will kind of appear like it is out on an island 
since there is closely mown grass surrounding 2 sides of it. Anywhere on this green in 2 down the stretch will be a 
good shot. Putts from the center of the green down to the hole have a little right-to-left break.   

18 4 472 The closing hole will play straight downwind as the westerly breezes stay with us today. Past USGA 
championships (1984 and 2001) here at Salem CC were decided on this great finishing hole. This putting green is 
tilted heavily from back to front and today’s hole location (18-8R) is on the upper tier, which means leaving your 
approach shot above the hole is not a good option. 

 

Front 9 – 3,384 

Back 9 – 3,414 

Total – 6,798 


